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AOV shaft I fan design at lower levels 

Attachments: (06) 104- Section F- AOV mark up.pdf; (05) 100 RevOO- South Elevation- AOV mark up.pdf; (05) 110- Nursery WC

AOV mark up.pdf; M203 D- Walkway mech distribution.pdf 

Afternoon Gents, 

Following my conversation with both of you earlier I've marked up some drawings with comments about the lower 
areas. Mainly to get things clear in my head. Now we've moved the new AOV shafts out of the lobby areas we still have 
the detail around the ground floor vents to solve. We can no longer just come through mezzanine floor slab above the 
ground floor lobby area. We've discussed some sort of high level bulkhead detail in the Nursery W.C. and Hub room. 

Dave- You are going to speak with AOV man and see what the minimum vent size we can get away with on the ground 
floor to keep bulkhead as high as possible. 

Also I've taken a look at the AOV fan location for the south side shaft (JSW drawing attached). After all the options 
tabled we are still looking to keep this at walkway level and connect a duct through the entrance lobby ceiling and 
cladding to supply the intake of fresh air. 

Dave I Neil- A question on the location of the fan. it's over the second storey internal walkway bridge in the entrance 
lobby. What maintenance is required on the fans? We need to think about access panels and how an operative can 
physically get to the fan safely to work on it. Loft style drop down hatch and ladder, lanyard fixing points???? Or 
does the location need to be altered to somewhere safer? 

Dave- Can you confirm physical size of fan unit please? We need to know it will fit within ceiling void. 
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